Chinese and Western Combinations
Virgo (Rooster) Month
Combination with Horse Year:
"Study" Mercury, Earth, Mutable
"Command" Yang-Positive Fire
Characteristics: Pragmatism, Anxiety, Service,
Accomplishment, Autonomy, Unscrupulousness,
Rebellion, Popularity, Haste, Persuasiveness,
Crankiness, Reserve, Decorum, Selfishness,
Meticulousness, Courtesy, Snobbery, Practicality,
Dexterity,
Style,
Nit-Picking,
Negativism,
Discrimination, Lucidity

This combination then, has a nice balance to it. There is a leveling off of pride but an
increase in self-confidence for the Virgo side. The combination is not so prone to go
prancing off foolishly thinking it can win every steeplechase. Instead of shyly staying
inside, fearful of meeting others or going out and finding fault, the Virgo-Horse carries
itself well and proceeds to work toward success. The Virgo-Horse is a combination
that can be thought of as smooth because the two aspects not only complement one
another, but also help to smooth out rough edges or negative characteristics. The
Virgo-Horse has an air of dignity about them. Of course the Horse element makes for
hard workers who are vibrant. Horses parade and strut, can be silly and too ardent.
The Virgo element adds a portion of inhibition. They hold back and take few chances
in life. They are discerning, but frequently fussy. The smoothing influence mentioned
above helps minimize the drawbacks in both the Horse and the Virgo. Finally, there is
ability and talent, which comes in the bushel full for this combination. The wonderful
imagination remains largely intact but creativity does not run amuck. The rebel without
a cause undertakes reasonable and acceptable causes. Duty steps to the forefront.
The final result is an extremely appealing individual; a modest but self-confident
character. All of this lets the natural physical attraction shine through. Rather than the
ostentatious attire that some Horses might choose, style wins the day. Charm is
allowed to bloom.
Romance: This combination in the lovemaking realm lives up to what the admirers
thought they were; remarkable. They are supremely passionate and skilled in the art
of love and others seem to know this instinctively. To say that this combination has
what it takes in the love and sex appeal category is a gross understatement. People
practically worship them. The Virgo-Horse has a romantic air but they exude this
monumental seductive personality. Furthermore, that is not merely appearance; it is
reality too.

Relationships: Poor partners for compatibility in this combination are Gemini,
Sagittarius or Pisces-Rats. Also ruled out are Pisces-Monkeys. Excellent romantic fits
are the Taurus, Cancer, Scorpio and Capricorn. The crème of the crop among those
are Dogs or Tigers. Also good choices are Scorpio and Cancer-Rams.
Family Life: This combination makes a good mother or father. Family events and
kids’ activities are frequent. As parents, however, this combination is strict and their
children behave themselves. Manners and schoolwork are particularly emphasized.
Finally, the Virgo-Horse loves to throw a shindig and they are good at it. This
combination tends toward middle class values and that will be evident in the home.
Furniture is supposed to be right in the just right home. Finances permitting, there will
be domestic help.
Likelihood: This combination can be in politics or other realms in public life, which are
strong possibilities. Related to this is the fact that they are creative, but in this case
that means the artistic. Overall they are gifted in many areas, including business. They
tend to exceed most regardless of the endeavor of their choice. Virgo-Horses are
gifted in public life. This combination has charisma and is able to use their magic
before audiences, including large ones. This obviously makes them suitable to be in
the spotlight, wherever that may be.
Famous Virgo/Horses: Leonard Bernstein, Vera Miles, Sean Connery, Alan Jay
Lerner.

